Called Meeting Sept 9th 1907
Faculty met in History Classroom and adopted the schedule for first term and
found that work with new conditions as to changes.

A. H. Shanklin
Rec. Sec.

Regular Meeting Sept 12th 1907
Called to order by Audit at 5:30 P.M.
Absent on call: Misses Bradley, and Lee,
Cain, and Kims and Bumby.
The application of Lee, Burnson, Biggs and
others to change from Bank E to L was
considered and the faculty granted
them permission to substitute 3 hours
per week Entomological Laboratory 3 hours
per week Chemical lab, giving 6 hours
as provided for in last year curriculum.
The application of R. H. River and E. K. Shuler
for irregular courses were referred to
the head of Dept for reconsideration with
power to act.

J. E. Rogers was given two months to
make up third term examinations from
which he was absent.

M. C. Sandifer was given one month
in which to take exams, on account
of illness.

R. H. M. Fader was granted permission
to take 6 1/2 terms French English etc.
W. A. Barnette was granted permission to
postpone Eng. exam. until Dec 21
A. E. Green was granted permission to
postpone exam. in Algebra one month
The application of A. B. Leach to postpone
exam. in Botany was refused.
J. M. Libby and E. Parker were given
one month in which to take this exam.
The application of F. Grant for to drop Physics was refused.

The application of J. Jordan for exemption was refused.

The application of F. Ryan for an irregular course was refused.

J. H. McLaurin was granted permission to take 3rd term Fresh Math over.

J. W. Wriley was granted permission to stand re-examination in Geo. Room 109 Saturday next.

W. H. Haskell was granted an extension of time in which to stand examination in which to stand exam. in Chemistry and Trigonometry.

J. C. Harrison was granted permission to change from Civil Engineering to Course in Metallurgy.

A. S. Kennedy was given permission to take full Senior with Junior Mechanics.

The application of W. B. Nickles for an irregular course was refused.

J. Graham was given permission to change to Course Ia and required to bring up Soph Horticulture.

M. Franklin

See Faculty

Schedule for make up work was adopted.
Regular Meeting Sept 19-1907.

Called to order by Quest at 5:15 P.M.

Absent on vote call Messrs. Bradley, and Lewis.

The application of R.S. Dorn for a reexamination on first term math was referred to Committee on Exams with power to act.

The faculty directed that Court D.A. Randall keep up English from his Schedule and take Greek English.

The application of E.L. Stevens for permission to take the entrance examinations to the Fresh Class was referred to Committee on Exams.

C.M. Fontlely was refused permission to take full Fresh and Fresh math.

The application of D.W. Corbett for reexaminations was refused.

R.C. bowes was refused permission to drop military science and take physiology.

J.R. Black was granted permission to change from June A to June B.

O.M. Page was given permission to take mechanics in addition to full junior.

J.B. Brandon was given permission to take full junior with first term of full soph in addition if it can be scheduled.

J.F. Allerson was given permission to take full senior with 3rd term junior mechanics in addition.

W.M. Rich was given permission to take full senior and mechanics in addition.

E.A. Gardner was given permission to take reexamination in Surveying.

E.C. Lachicotte was given 1 month in which to stand mathematics.

C.E. Boykin was given permission change from Course V to Course I.

J.H. McLaury was refused reexamination in 3rd term veterinary science.

J.R. Lykes application to take sophomore math for first term and C. New Cally.
for third term in addition to full
Senior and to take reexamination
in Chemistry was refused.
S. W. Evans was required to take Fresh
English instead of Soph. English.
W. J. Evans was granted an course in Junior
and Senior classes.
S. O. Pegues was transferred from Course V
to Course I.
J. W. Smith was granted an irregular course
in Junior and Senior classes.
C. P. Norris was granted reexamination
in math if certificate of study is
furnished as required by Committee on
Examinations.
J. N. Loadholt was transferred
from Course V to Course III.
E. W. Martin was given one month in
which to stand reexaminations.
J. R. Canty was given permission to
take examination in geometry with
Freshman class at end of first term.
J. C. Besty, J. H. Jeter and W. A. Fridge
were transferred to Mechanical Course E
Course Ia.
C. M. Trott was given permission to take
examinations in Mineralogy, English
and Military Science on Saturdays.
E. L. Wood was given permission
to drop History from his schedule
and take it next year.
E. F. Williams was given a course
in Sophomore class and Freshman
and Freshman drawing provided
he presents certificate for work
omitted.
E. F. Garrett was granted an examination
in Physics and Mechanics.
E. A. Bellinger was given permission to
transfer from Course V to Course III.
Cadet Joe Wylie was refused permission
to take the class with first term of
Physics and have a third examination
in math.

J. C. LeBlanc and C. A. Rice were given
permission to stand an examination on
first algebra after being coached.

J. Jordan was given permission to substitute
German for Chemistry and Chem Lab.

The following committees were elected by
the faculty:

- Committee on Examinations
  Brosie, Heaven, Harmon, Riggs and Calhoun
  Schedule Committee
  Harmon, LeBlanc, Harmon, Riggs, Lee,
  Brosie, Miller, Doggett and Harper
- Library Committee
  Bryan, Calhoun, Doggett, Early and Newsom
- Committee on Preparatory Department
  Harmon, Monson, Brosie
- Committee on Irregular Students
  Houston, Klugh, Newman, C. R., Early, hand
- Committee on Chapel Service
  Erle, F.B., Lee, Keel, Bradley, Brackett
- Committee on Chapel Music
  Riggs, Hook, Bryan
- Committee on Lectures and Lyceum
  Daniel, Martin, Klugh, Houston, Jaygan
- Committee on Extension Work
  Directors of Departments
- Committee on Alumni
  Shanklin, Lee, Newsom
- Committee on Athletics
  Riggs, Daniel, Shanklin, Calhoun,
  Gantt and Fouts
- Catalogue Committee
  Erle, Brackett, McSwain, Shanklin
  and Powers.
- Museum Committee
  Calhoun, Barre and Entomologist
Regular Meeting Sep 26, 1907
Called to order by Presidt at 5:30 p.m.

The application of M. Lykes for permission to take in addition to junior third term English, first term soph math, and third term junior chemistry was refused.

J. W. Hendee and C. M. Bodley were given permission to change to course II and A. F. Goudier to change to course V.

The faculty passed the following resolution, offered by Mr. Himmel, as expressing their opinion on the proposal to hold the Corps of Cadets to the State Fair, that the faculty regard such an interruption of college work as extremely undesirable.

A. C. Shauble
Sec. of Faculty.

Regular Meeting Oct 3, 1907
Called to order by Presidt at 5:15 P.M.

W. C. Boett was given permission to change from Mechanical to Agricultural Course.